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Diagnose and solve your PC problems with this easy-to-understand guideWritten by veteran For
Dummies author Dan Gookin, this straightforward guide shows you how to diagnose and solve
the most common hardware and software problems your PC may encounter. In addition, he
presents advice for preventing PC problems in the first placeand clearly explains how to create a
safe and secure PC environment. Walks you through ways to diagnose the most common PC
hardware, software, and operating system problemsOffers clear and easy-to-understand
solutions for confidently handling these problemsShares valuable advice about maintaining your
system to maximize its lifespanReviews an array of useful toolsCovers Windows Vista, Windows
7, and Internet Explorer 8Troubleshooting & Maintaining Your PC All-in-One For Dummies, 2nd
Edition helps you to confidently handle whatever PC problems you may encounter.

From the Back CoverPC on strike? Let Dan Gookin show you how to fix your PC problems —
and prevent new ones!Dan Gookin helps you get things back on track, and he shows you how
different PC problems often have similar origins. He also guides you through proper
maintenance steps that can head off future headaches. Discover what makes that magical
machine tick and how to keep it happy!Maintain happy hardware — resolve start-up and
shutdown issues and problems with peripherals while adding a little pep to your PCPower to the
laptop — manage power and battery issues, keep it clean, and learn laptop travel safetyCure
Internet insanity — make peace with Internet Explorer, explore other browsers, troubleshoot
email problems, and protect your PCNetwork for success — solve problems with routers,
modems, workgroups, and wireless issuesMore geeky stuff — repartition drives, schedule tasks,
and venture inside the caseOpen the book and find:Solutions for Windows 7, Vista, and XPWhat
some common error messages meanBuilt-in Windows tools that help solve problemsWhy your
laptop needs a good warrantyURLs for useful video tutorialsTranslations of terms like NIC,
DCHP, and FTPHow to back up files, programs, and your entire PCA guided tour of what's inside
the consoleVisit the companion web site at www.dummies.com/go/
troubleshootingandmaintainingyourpcaio2e for videos and other examples from the book.6
Books in 1HardwareSoftwareLaptopsInternetNetworkingMaintenanceAbout the AuthorDan
Gookin is the bestselling author of the very first For Dummies book, DOS For Dummies. With
more than 11 million copies in print, his books have been translated into 32 languages and
include PCs For Dummies, Laptops For Dummies, and Word 2010 For Dummies. Visit Dan's
web site at www.wambooli.com.
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Paul Pearson, “Cheaper than the other suppliers. able to fix my problems”

K. Balmforth, “I have been able to go find a problem in the book and it easily walks you through
what you need to do. So far I am very impressed with the book. I have been able to go find a
problem in the book and it easily walks you through what you need to do. I have been looking
into parts of the programing I have never been to before. For computer geeks this book probably
is not as beneficial, but then the book wasn't intended for them. I have more work to do on my
computer using this book, but I was able to fix some of my problems. My biggest problem is
having the time to give to it.  Unfortunately that did not come with the book.”

David F. Henn, “Excellant condition. Informative and builds on my knowledge of the computers
and software. One cant know everything and this book helps to advance your knowledge getting
ready for the next level learning. One thing is though you will have to have some working
knowledge to understand the reasons for some of the commands and where they are located
but all together I give this books high marks. I would hope to see more virus removal techniques
in the future additions. But knowing and using Dummies for years I bet they have a book on
Dummies for eliminating viruses. Wished they sold the software for repairing windows back to its
previous settings and make it cd repair for Dummies.”

Grumpy Gramma, “But I'm dummer than Dummies. Using this book as a basic guide, I managed
to change out the power supply to an older computer; thankfully I remembered not to unplug any
interior connections on the bad part till I had figured out which ones from the new part would
work. I'm still working thru chapter by chapter trying to get my pc to go faster but I think I've just
overloaded it with stuff. Now to determine which 'stuff' to delete... The book is helpful and I do
recommend it to non-techies.”

DeSade, “I Like it but don't love it.. It's a good book and has good info the problem that I found w/
it is that the author really annoyed me w/all the jokes & trying to be way too comical. I know to
expect some of that from the "Dummies" books but for my taste this one went way overboard
with that.The information is good but you've too fish for it.”

JM, “An amazing PC trouble shooting book for lay computer gurus and .... An amazing PC
trouble shooting book for lay computer gurus and may also be useful to computer techs and
gurus alike! Dan Gookin, you should review this book to include latest software development
changes covering window 8.1 and 10 and so on ! All in all I like Dan's non booring non tech
langua franca that he pleasurebly use to unvail PC trblshooting issues!”

Ron, “Great deal. I brought 15 of these for my career and tech class that I teach in computer



repair. These high school students found the language very easy to read. The layout of the book
makes it easy to move among different chapters out of order and still understand the concepts
and skills taught. I haven't found such a good book and valued deal anywhere else on the
internet.”

K. JOHNSON, “Hey, I can do this!. Dan Gookin has a knack for simplifying the seemingly
unsimple...i.e. self-diagnosing and, in most cases, self-remedying many computer woes. He
identifies issues we've all experienced, then lays out the steps in logical, easy to follow, order.
Even when I don't feel comfortable tackling an issue myself, Gookin's explanation of it allows me
to describe it intelligently to a pro.  I highly recommend.”

Aldebaran, “Excellent book. I obtained a lot of useful information from this book. Having had
several unexplained crashes with Win XP, Windows 7 and even Win 2K I was able to solve all of
the problems some of which in the past even "System Restore" was unable to cure. I found that
much of the advice even worked with Windows 2000 which I still use as a Server. I particularly
liked the "System File Checker" which works on all of the aforementioned operating systems and
which a colleague of mine who professes to fix computers had never even heard of.”

R Aunty Pat, “Forewarned is Forearmed!. My PC had a problem recently which needed expert
attention. I had to take it to my local PC repair because I hadn't a clue how to solve the problem
myself - even by googling the symptoms. The problem served as a warning that I really needed
to maintain my PC properly and at least attempt to troubleshoot minor problems. This book
seems to have information on all eventualities - only time will tell how useful it is.”

Ebook Library Reader, “... information well written and if you have some ability easy enough to
follow. Loads of information well written and if you have some ability easy enough to follow, if you
are low in knowledge it is a little harder to follow. But worth the money just for the amount of
information given. But it does not give step by step examples.”

Ken Salisbury, “Mainstream Manual. Dan really knows his stuff and puts it across in an
entertaining fashion, so you never feel you're being lectured. If you're a newbie or just need a
complete guide as an enthusiast, then go for it - ideally in eBook format.”

The book by Dan Gookin has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 108 people have provided feedback.
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